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Formulation of comments for cultural, historic ties to Water and 
Importance: 

The comments presented are derived from the Lakota Dakota perspective. 
That perspective describes the Lakota oral knowledge that we now have to write 
on paper to support our connection to water, the land, air and the cultural 
environment within the Crow Butte proposed expansion area. There is no 
individual in science or technology that has the ability, or any present day 
archaeologist who has the ability to describe this oral knowledge. The 
archaeologist{s) who conducts archaeological surveys in the Lakota homelands 
and treaty territory generally try to control the Lakota narrative. These individuals 
cannot recognize or identify what's important to us, cannot identify our cultural 
sites, stone features and sacred landscapes that are attached to water; and as 
these resources and sacred sites describe our Lakota world view that are present 
today in the environment surrounding the sacred Black Hills. This oral knowledge 
was held by the Lakota Dakota knowledge carriers. The male's interpretation of 
the Lakota Dakota perspective on the connection to water was to guide the 
grandmothers back to the areas she gave birth to her Lakota children so her 
daughter would also bring life into this world at that location. For a non-Indian to 
try to understand this is not the responsibility of the Lakota but if they want to 
request this information, legal weigh must be afforded the Lakota's view coming 
from the perspective of Lakota natural laws. The spiritual and intangible aspects 
of the structure of a Lakota family's connection to the water source, the land and 
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that which is connected to the genesis story of the Lakota to cultural landscapes 
also contain our sacred sites. 

It's hard for the Lakota Dakota to share this knowledge openly as its proprietary 
information for an individual and was held communally by Oceti Sakowin. Where 
you find water you will find the tangible and the intangible evidence of the Lakota 
Dakota Oyate (people). 

1. Cultural ties to Water 
The Lakota and Dakota of Oceti Sakowin had an oral practice of knowledge 
of the water and how it related to life. This created the cultural tie to the 
first water, as known by our grandmother (kunsi). The "kunsi" guarded this 
gift and controlled this water knowledge very carefully, giving this gift to 
the daughter by sharing this knowledge within the "winyan" (woman) 
ceremony. When a girl became a partner or life companion (wife) to a man, 
prior to the living relationship, part of this knowledge was known as "mni 
wiconi" and was given to the young lady in a four day ceremony who had to 
be separated from the camp. Kunsi and relatives would get her ready to 
accept womanhood as she would eventually carry water within her body 
(tiwakan) to develop a child. Eventually part of this discussion was the 
center of the water ceremony used to ask for a sacred being (a wakanyeja) 
to be conceived by the mother. 
This was later interpreted in the English language as Lakota and Dakota 
natural laws. At the beginning of this life between women and man they 
would decide when to ask for a "nagi" (spirit). They knew the nagi of a 
"wakanyeja (child) was "wakan" (sacred) and the calling for a "nagi" by the 
woman and man created the spiritual work of "wicapi oyate" (star nation). 
For this to happen by natural law, it required good quality water, water that 
was understood to also have a "nagi" (spirit). It was therefore very 
important for a family to go seasonally to seek this area from a selected 
generational water source, the source of water that the spirit child will be 
developed in. Particular rivers and drainages were part of the history of a 
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particular family structure re-visited continuously in the Lakota's Makoche 
Waste. All was synchronistic, timely and deliberate in spiritual movement. 
The water sources and cultural landscape surrounding the sacred He Sapa 
(Black Hills) were most sought after by young couples wanting to start a 
family. "Tiospaye" (large family units with a leader) areas that were 
occupied seasonally were selected by the Lakota in Makoche Waste for 
calling a "nagi" to be wanted by the parents of the woman and man. Where 
this water was located, the quality and purity of the water was central, very 
important, to bringing a spiritual gift a "wakanyeja" for the Lakota. This 
"nagi" developed within the first water source it knew and for some time 
grew up in the woman's womb until birth. The Lakota have a name for 
womb and it had a spiritual Lakota designation called "thamni". This was 
the first spiritual liquid or "mni wiconi" (water of life) that the "wakanyeja" 
developed in, knew, and lived in; the development in the "thamni" was 
very wakan (sacred), the most wakan of mni (water). The "winyan" knew 
that eventually the birth of a child was a spiritual happening that exposed 
the developed spirit. This started with the breaking of the water or 
"thamni" followed by the child coming out that creating the natural laws 
that the little nagi will be guided by; everything the mother exposed herself 
to during her time of carrying the child, included the water she drank, the 
source of the water and the purity of the water which the Lakota 
understand had helped shape what this little child would eventually 
become because it came from "thamni," the child's first water. Natural laws 
required that the "thamni" is suppose to hit or spill on "unci maka" 
(Grandmother Earth) during birth to replenish her, it ties this little living 
nagi to "unci maka" at that sacred spot, and the after birth was buried at 
that location or near to it. By this process, a male would continuously come 
back or was drawn spiritually back to this location and would place his 
"hanblecheya," stone ring to this area, where the spiritual door was 
opened, (thiyopa yugan). Because the good pure water source was nearby 
it tied this water source to this sacred site. The "wakanyeja" then learned 
how to crawl, walk and sleep on "unci maka." The "kunsi" required the 
"wakanyeja" to sleep on the ground to remind him he came from the earth; 
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the Lakota Dakota call that "makagna" (lives in the earth). This proposed 
Crow Butte expansion area is within an area where Lakota families for 
generations are connected to; that Lakota men have spiritual 
areas/locations connected to the water that are within the expansion area 
that contain sacred sites. The position of the Oglala Sioux Tribe is, "these 
oral comments must carry some legal weigh within the NEPA process and 
historic properties within the Crow Butte expansion must be identified and 
documented for consideration in the final NEPA decision document." Any 
potential adverse effects to the cultural and environmental resources must 
include the participation of the Oglala Sioux Tribe and other member bands 
of Oceti Sakowin. 

2. Historic Ties to Water 
The Lakota and Dakota understood the boundaries of people and how 
those water drainages and boundaries sometimes included mni wiconi as a 
separator of spirit and people. Most bands of Oceti Sakowin used camping, 
gathering, hunting or spiritual areas in common and water was the most 
important element for the survival of all. It provided for the spiritual 
replenishment through the ceremonial practices of the Lakota, "inipi" 
(spiritual cleansing) was one such ceremony. For the Lakota the historic tie 
to water was reflective in cultural areas or land use areas by specific bands 
of the Oceti Skaowin. The water source, whether the location was a river, 
stream, spring drainage, large drainages with multiple waterways, dictated 
how the Lakota lived within an area most used by a "tiospaye/' (large group 
of people), or "tiwahe," (single or multiple family units). It's known by the 
Lakota Dakota Oyate (people) that specific bands were associated to river 
drainages and were referenced as such. The annual gathering of the Lakota 
Dakota brought very large gathering of people and were held in certain 
areas near the water that provided for the large encampment of Lakota 
people. During times when large gatherings occurred at specific 
water/drainage location, the drainage selected for these gatherings would 
go into a specific bands area of use. That band of Oceti Sakowin from that 
area would be the host "tiospaye" for the gathering and all responsibility of 
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leadership, conducting the affairs and decisions that affected all the Lakota 
Dakota would be given to that leader and his people. When the Eyapha at a 
gathering would announce a particular drainage within Makoche Waste, i.e. 
Chapa Wakpa (Beaver Creek), all individuals' bands and Lakota people from 
that drainage would stand up. That was the formal introduction of a 
people in a large gathering that were in attendance until all major 
waterway drainages were called out and people were identified. So it was 
the water and the cultural landscape that identified a people and which 
Oceti Sakowin band was present. Later in time all the Lakota Dakota names 
of our river systems and drainages were given English names and this 
process of names placed on the early maps lost the Lakota Dakota meaning 
of the history that it may have carried orally or the historic connection to a 
people, event or the meaning of the Lakota Dakota family story of that 
area. The Lakota Dakota have maintained today our place names of these 
waters, drainages and cultural landscapes but today the people only 
reference the English term or names of these important places of the 
Lakota Dakota Oyate. 

,, Water was central to what was used majority of the time in ceremony but 
only in certain times water was withheld from an individual only when 
conducting some of the seven sacred ceremonies. Water was withheld 
from an individual in the "hanblecheya" (seeking a vision) and "wiwanyang 
wachi" (commonly referred as Sundance) up to four days during these 
ceremonies. Once when either one of these two ceremonies were 
completed, water was eventually brought back in by the spiritual advisors 
and with the participant(s) in the "inipi" ceremony (cleansing ceremony). 
The use of water was central to the ceremony of "inipi," which is a small 
enclosure where heated rocks were brought into the center and water was 
poured on the rocks. This ceremony cannot be conducted without water. 
What's important to note is water is a spirit that has a space in the Lakota 
Dakota belief process; it defined the spirituality of use and need of an 
individual and people using pure water from rivers, drainages or cultural 
landscapes. Water was the spiritual separator or boundary for Lakota 
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Dakota people in specific geographical areas maintained by bands of Oceti 
Sakowin. 

3. Importance 
The Lakota Dakota's own world view from the use of the environment 
within Makoche Waste was done very deliberate and not using more than 
what was needed to sustain and preserve the resource{s) for all who 
depended on it. Prior to the treaty making process, water was not 
considered an entitlement by an individual within Oceti Sakowin and that 
no one person could claim it but was managed by the Lakota to maintain its 
pure quality that gave life to the Lakota Oyate and all who used it. In 
reflection from where we were given instruction to maintain a structured 
way of life with the environment, the water and how we lived daily was 
always conducted with prayer. Everything has a spirit our elders told us, be 
respectful of what is given because even the animal nation has enough 
respect to not destroy the environment it lives in. In understanding and 
using the natural laws of "unci maka," {Grandmother Earth) and the four 
forces of Mother Nature, it's a burden for the Lakota Dakota Oyate in this 
settings today to remind the non-Indian that through their own man made 
law, i.e. the National Environmental Policy Act, other Federal laws and 
Executive Orders that the Lakota Dakota are confronted with, divulging our 
oral knowledge to the degree that opens us up to the re-interpretation by 
the scientific community of our natural laws. 

It's imperative that the Oglala Sioux Tribe is provided the opportunity to 
identify through a Traditional Cultural Property Survey of the entire areas 
within the expansion of the Crow Butte project and be given the ability to 
re-assess the archaeological survey findings of the Crow Butte expansion 
area. The approval of the 1992 amendments of the National Historic 
Preservation Act established Section 101 {d) {6) {A) & {B) that allows for 
Indian Tribes to identify "historic properties of religious and cultural 
significance." In the "Standards for developing environmental documents to 
comply with Section 106," "Indian tribes," in this case Oglala Sioux Tribe, 
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• 

must be consulted on the effects of the undertaking on historic properties. 
The lead Federal agency cannot make an informed decision if the Oglala 
Sioux Tribe, is not allowed to identify properties important to them to be 
included in the NEPA review. 

In 36 CFR 800.8 Coordination With the National Environmental Policy Act 
which requires the lead Federal agency to take a "hard look" when 
considering potential adverse impact, the following section in § 800.8 (c) (1) 
Standards for developing environmental documents to comply with Section 
106, sub-(iii) states in part, "Consult regarding the effects of the 
undertaking on historic properties with the SHPO/THPO, Indian tribes ... that 
might attach religious and cultural significance to historic properties, other 
consulting parties, and the Council, where appropriate, during the NEPA 
scoping, environmental analysis, and the preparation of NEPA documents." 
The Oglala Sioux Tribe continues to maintain that was not afforded the 
opportunity to consult on adverse impacts the project produced in the 
Crow Butte area. The proposed expansion area is within their aboriginal 
homelands, their treaty territory within and surrounding the water ways 
around Crow Butte and extending outward; and within the areas that the 
Lakota have connections to the sacred sites, stone features and to historic 
properties of religious and cultural significance to the extent that if 
destroyed, Oglala Sioux Tribe will lose part of the generational connection 
to these sacred sites and renders the NEPA process useless. The Oglala 
Sioux Tribe must be provided the opportunity to identify, evaluate and 
given the ability to nominate these non-renewable resources to the 
National Register of Historic Places. The lead Federal agency cannot move 
forward completing NEPA until these processes occur to the satisfaction of 
the Oglala Sioux Tribe and member bands of Oceti Sakowin. 
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